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The Magic of Facial Exercise – All About Natural Beauty is a compilation
of 85 published articles which includes the Special Report, testimonials
with before and after photos and one exercise to lift sagging eyebrows .
This is simply not a HOW TO reserve as the exercises are taught with a
DVD system.
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Disappointed I thought this publication had the exercises for your face
in it. Should have read the reviews first. One Star Not worth the paper
it had been written on. This reserve is a real waste!.!! Time and money
wasted When I found this book about "The Doctors" I thought it could be
a great deal.. In the product description of this book, it clearly
claims "This is not a HOW TO publication as the exercises are trained
with a DVD system. I WANT MY $$ BACK! Disappointed. That is well worth
the money.!! This has surely got to be the largest waste of time to
learn this book. The publication is only an expensive advertisement for
her products.. This a shame and garbage, definitely not a book. minus 5
stars. Want I'd browse the other testimonials before buying. It seems
so. Read the Product Explanation Prior to You Post a Comment I've used
her regimen in the past and it works in the event that you follow her
step-by-step.shame... Author should be ashamed of charging therefore
much when not giving reader the products. Well this book made me do this
for the first time. This is simply not a book. That's lesson No #1 for
anybody thinking about buying it . If you would like more info or the
actual exercises you need to pay again. Nothing but an advertisement
Only if no stars or negative stars were possible, that's how this might
be rated. It really is a billion webpages of nothing. Advertising on her
behalf own 'Magic Facial system' and anti- marketing for botox,
liposuction etc. I am doing a reverse charge upon this one, but not
really because of the seller, but because of the misleading, no content
in this "book". For me the publication is a rip-off. The one exercise is
on u -tube already and there are no others in the entire book. One
exercise in the whole book!. I am literally disgusted.Again USUALLY DO
NOT BUY this SCAM, GARBAGE, NOTHING, AND YES: I WANT MY MONEY
BACK.However, predicated on reviews I believe that her TRUE EXERCISE
works.. The complete book talks about facial exercises but just has one
web page of real photos showing a straightforward facial exercise to
accomplish. What a waste!Nevertheless I am pissed at show "Doctors",
actually angry at them for recomending this "book". DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK
There are Simply no exercises in the book. One Star I'd like my money
back' One Star Worthless waste of money. The others is actually verbage
giving the benefits of facial workout and an advertisement for buying
additional products. The last page directs you to item ordering
information. Wonder, what was their trim?! Amazon MUST ban sale on this
item, because this is not a book but scam. Every page discusses placing
a white glove on and using your fingers to hold the different facial
muscle tissue, no where in the book does it show you how to do the
individual facial exercises.!! NO STARS!! It's a 300 page advertisement
for a thousands of dollars worth of items that the writer would like you
to purchase. Just an informercial is certainly all of this is.scam I
have never ever given any negative evaluations to anyone about
anything.For this price, I likely to get the full workout routine but
you only get ONE SAMPLE Training!! Maybe if book had been priced at 99



cents, I would not feel therefore jipped.DON'T BUY THIS BOOK! Do not
waste your cash. After having this reserve for nearly a season, I was
ready to begin. The book is a joke, one facial exercise in . I finally
flipped ahead and found that presently there are no exercises! That is a
297-page advertisement because of this woman's products, nothing at all
more. It was a complete waste of money and time. As much as it goes
against my grain, into the garbage with this so-called "book." Extremely
annoying.. It doesn't. Facial Exercises Not Included The 297 pages in
this book only include ONE sample facial exerciise. How dare she. Waste
of money Don't waste your money on this book. It has one workout which
you can obtain it free on utube Not happy with the book I feel this is a
waste of money. If you are interested in the exercises, go to the
website and buy the cd's.! It is a waste materials of time and money It
is a waste materials of time and money. Trust me you are getting my
phone call.. The exercises obtain increasingly more difficult as they
should and the results are remarkable. This publication is only one
chapter that's repeated about twenty occasions!" To all you people who
provided it a "1" rating - what part of that disclaimer not understand?
Not what I wanted at all. The worst book even read!. I plowed through
what I thought was the intro and kept going right through webpages of
the same sales pitch, waiting to access the actual exercises... The book
is a tale, one facial exercise in the entire book and a great deal of
talk about not having plastic surgery!
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